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These children must undergo drastic measures in order to look perfect so that they can obtain a crown. Better
yet what do you think influenced you to come to your conclusion. Obesity is rapidly becoming an epidemic in
our youngsters' lives. You may also draw from The Odyssey. However, recently she has brought up questions
regarding her weight and if she looks okay. Many women, teenagers, and young girls are starving themselves,
exercising excessively, or getting plastic surgery to achieve the look of these undernourished supermodels It's
nothing a new haircut, wardrobe change, or visit to the gym can't solve, right. Metabolism controls the ability
of the body to process food intake and release energy. A quarter of a trillion dollars is spent on advertising
yearly. Overall, there has been a noticeable change in self-image. The media distorts image so much that
women start to see an unrealistic beauty and think that all women should actually look that way Once their
bodies are used to the new di et pattern, losing weight will be difficult. As the author mentioned, one good
way to treat body disturbances is to highlight and bring about the positive image of every individual. Alfred
Prufrock are perhaps two of the loneliest characters in literature. Hence, writing all the feelings down keeps
the negative thoughts from consuming the person. It is a collection of our self-perceptions. Most of my paper
will be about girls, but boys will also be discussed. He assosiates this with the amont of time they spend in the
media. I will first present and analyze previous scholarly researches on the use of social media and
self-esteem. The onset of this illness seems to stem from a desire to achieve the unattainable and the
subsequent desperation that ensues. As young people refer to these images as a form of comparison, it has
created harmful circumstances A little girl is looking at her new mirror that tells her she has to wear makeup
and look a certain way in order to be beautiful. Being like the model usually causes more problems than a
simple Coke, but it all happens. Every person's metabolism is unique; while one person may process food
quickly without storing much of it in fat cells, another person may have a slower process, causing them to gain
weight more easily. As explained in the video, eating disorders have the highest death rate of any psychiatric
illness. The media plays a huge part as it constantly promotes young girls that are thin and have long hair
because they seem perfect to the viewers It is almost impossible to see a woman of this stature unless you are
turning the pages of a fashion magazine. They feel like they cannot reach perfection as they are not good
enough. The model on TV usually affects people in the way that the men or women may want to be tanned,
skinny, strong, or all around good looking. This notion is akin with self-esteem and self-concept possibly
resulting in individuals having an inadequate body image as well as low self-esteem. More and more people
these days, especially women, are turning to the operating table to conquer battles over self-image One of the
most famous suggested solutions for adults with low self-esteem is going to therapy with a psychologist.
Young people today are pressured by society to make physical appearance a dominant factor in their everyday
lives, and the pressure is found not only through media influence but friends and family as well Pavica,  Some
go on to develop eating disorders or body image disorders, or use alcohol or drugs to escape feelings of low
worth. They lie to create a persona that everyone will enjoy. Essay - Every morning, when you turn on the TV
to those early morning talk shows, it seems that the hosts on the show are talking about things that all revolve
around one certain topic: weight. Mass communication with television ads and movies offer an unrealistic
view of the everyday person in various aspects of life. Once the participants go threw all the images, the
Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale RSE will be given again to see if the scores have changed


